
HABU BOWS
2016 INFORMATION / PRICE LIST

ORDERING INFORMATION:
To order a new Habu Bow, download and submit an order form or call Habu Bows at 208-664-0667. Because of high demand, your name will be placed 
on a waiting list; no deposit is required at that time. When your name reaches the top of the list, you will be contacted for final order details and payment 
in full will be required at that time. Order fulfillment will be accomplished 2 to 3 months from date payment is received. Payment not received within 10 
days of notification is subject to forfeiture of placement on the waiting list. Lead time on the waiting list will vary, however we continually take steps to 
keep it to 12 months or less. Expedited delivery will no longer be offered.

Beginning in 2008, Habu Bows streamlined its product line and began offering the VyperKahn Triple-Carbon Longbow or Hycurve models in the 
IKAHN series only. By focusing on the highest performing and finest quality bows we’ve ever made, we will better and more efficiently serve you and 
effectively reduce our lead times. Please reference the charts below to identify descriptions, features and pricing (cash price presented; for credit card 
price, add 3%).

MODEL: VYPERKAHN TRIPLE-CARBON
Code Description
VKL Vyperkahn/L Takedown Longbow
VKH Vyperkahn/H Takedown Hycurve
Code Series

I IKAHN

PRICING  (11% of every purchase goes towards federal excise tax, used to support wildlife)

Complete Bow Price $2,250.00
Limbs Only Price $1,400.00
ACCESSORIES
Habu Quiver
(leather hood, double-threaded limb bolts, thumb screws, 4 arrow capacity) $135.00
* Hood Foam $15.00
* Part of the Habu Quiver assembly
Flemish Twist String - Dyna-Flite 97 (cat whiskers installed) $25.00
SHIPPING & INSURANCE

(Mainland USA rates below, Inter-Continental rates as required)
Bow $75.00
Bow plus extra limbs (single box) $85.00
Accessories or components only As required

WOOD TYPES:

Unique characteristics of wood dictate that no two are exactly alike.  Tones vary 
from light to dark and can contrast from little to great. We strive for optimum 
beauty in every bow but cannot guarantee a specific look or color.  Photos that 
appear on our website (www.habubows.com) are random examples.

WOOD TYPES
(Exhibition Grade laminated Exotic Heartwood, Matched Sets)

Code Handle/Fadeouts Limb Cores Veneers
BE Laminated Bocote Laminated Bamboo Bocote
CB Laminated Coco Bolo Laminated Bamboo Coco Bolo

FEATURES
Exhibition Grade Laminated Exotic Heartwood; Matched Sets
Twist-Proof  Triple-Carbon Limbs
“BU’SKIN” (Carbon, Heartwood Veneer, Clear Glass) Laminations
Carbon Center Core Lamination
Tapered Bamboo Limb Cores
Bullet Proof Carbon Tip Wedge (Integral)
Carbon Tip Overlays
Glass Fade-Out Overlay Protection
Brass Limb Pin Inserts
“BU’BLOCK” (Exhibition Grade, Laminated,  Exotic Heartwood Block)
Glass Handle Interface Protection
Glass Handle Overlay Protection on Back
Glass Handle Reinforcement Beams
Diffusion Finish – Premium Epoxy Chemical Coating
 

http://www.habubows.com/

